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New system eases registration
By Maureen McGuire
Correspondent______________
A new computerized registra
tion system will change the way
students sign up for their classes
next fall.
The new system, called “on
line registration”, will eliminate
the problems caused by the
present registration system,
according to Assistant Registrar
Denise DeBlasio. Students reg
istering for fall courses will
know immediately if there is an
opening in the classes they want.
In the new system, full-time
undergraduate students will
come at an appointed time to
Student Center Room 126 pre
pared with their course selec
tions and alternates. Schedules
will be entered into the new
system by a data entry clerk, and
students will find out imme
diately if their first choices are
available, said DeBlasio.
An appointment time and
date will be on students’ regis

tration forms, which will be
available on April 20 from their
major departments or in Annex
E for undeclared m ajors.
Course schedule books will also
be available on April 20.
Appointments are assigned
based on the number of credits
students have earned. The stu
dents with the highest number
of credits completed (not in
cluding this spring’s credits) will
be scheduled first, said DeBla
sio.
DeBlasio said that students
must adhere strictly to the
appointment on their schedule
forms. “If they come more than
15 minutes early, it will cause
confusion,” she said. “We are
having sm aller num bers of
students, about 60 per half hour,
scheduled.”
Students may also come after
their priority time, she added.
If someone is scheduled for
Tuesday at 9:30 a.m., but has
a class at that time, he or she
can come later.
Students who need to change

their schedules after their initial
registration appointment will be
able to do so over the summer,
DeBlasio said.
“ Every W ednesday from
June 21 through Aug. 30, stu
dents can come to the Regis
trar’s Office to make changes.
This way, there is no need for
the uncomfortable situation of
A dd/Drop in the gym during
the last week of August,” she
added.
Students still must meet with
their academic advisor, and if
they want to get into a course
that is closed, they will still be
referred back to the department.
If they receive permission, they
can come back and will be let
into the class.
Priority is the focus of this
new process, as is early regis
tration, said DeBlasio. The late
registration fee will be $50 for
any student who comes after the
end of July.
To check registration prior
ity, registration forms will be
color coordinated for each of

the three weeks in registration.
According to DeBlasio, full
time undergraduate students
who drop off their forms will
not get their forms processed
since they are supposed to have
in-person appointments. The
registration forms will be mailed
back to the students, who will
have until May 11 to come in
person to Registrar’s Office. If
this date is missed, then the
students will have to wait until
schedule changing begins in
June.
Full-time undergraduate stu
dents with 68 or more credits
earned will have an in-person
registration appointm ent on
April 25,26, or 27; students with
31-67 credits earned will have
an appointment on May 2, 3 or
4, and students with less than
31 credits earned will have an
appointment on May 9, 10 or
11. There are 30 time slots each
week, Tuesday through Thurs
day.
“ Everything is different,”
DeBlasio explained. “The sche

dule books are easier to read,
the course numbers are shorter
and the switch from military
time to standard time. In the
long run, it’s going to be a better
system, but now because it’s
new, it may be confusing.”
In the past, MSC students
submitted course request forms
to register for classes. If the
courses offered were filled or
changed, students did not re
ceive notification until several
months later, when they re
ceived their schedules. Students
who were not registered for the
courses they had originally
requested then had to attend an
add/drop registration session
where more than 500 students
at a time vied for the same
classes.

T h is a rtic le is th e
firs t in a tw o p a rt
series.

Pulitzer Prize winner calls fo r Mentees suggest
American equality and community changes to program
By Lilyanne McClean
Staff Writer
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________________________

rhe Pulitzer Prize winning author and journalist J. Anthony Lukas
presented the lecture “The City Divided: Race and Class in
\merica” as the topic of the Fifth annual SheldonPollock lecture.

Pulitzer Prize winning author
and journalist, J. Anthony
Lukas said Monday night that
people must find a common
ground and work together to
achieve equality in America.
According to Lukas, social
classes as well as races must be
integrated.
“The burden of discrimina
tion c a n ’t be left on the
shoulders of the poor,” Lukas
said.
Lukas said our nation’s cities
are struggling between two
American ideals: community
and equality.
People have the right to
define the type of community
they want to live in, but people
don’t have the right to exclude
others from that community, he
said.
Lukas added he fully sup
ports integration.
He also discussed his book
Common Ground: A Turbulent
Decade in the Lives o f Three
American Families, which re
ceived the Pulitzer Prize in 1986.
According to Lukas, blacks
were used as a scapegoat in
Boston from 1968 to 1978
during the city’s desegregation
of public schools.
____________
cont. on p. 8

By Lynn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief_____________
Attendance at the Minority
Mentor Program luncheons on
March 29 and 30 shifted con
cerns from faculty availability
for minority students to the
interest of the students them
selves in the program.
The program, which began in
the summer of 1988, is designed
to help incoming minority fresh
men adjust to college by pro
viding a faculty mentor to guide
them in their new surroundings.
Susan Turner, coordinator
for the program, said that the
total attendance at the two
luncheons was at about 80%,
but that attendance was higher
for faculty than for students.
Associate Dean of students
James Harris, a mentor in the
program , said, “ I am very
excited about faculty and admi
nistrative response to this pro
gram. I wondered at first if we’d
get enough mentors for the
students. Now we have more
than enough.”
Harris expressed disappoint
ment that several of the minor
ity students did not respond at
all to the program. “The men
tors began to wonder if the
students really value this pro
gram,” he said.
The students that attended
the luncheon presented sugges

tions for changes to the pro
gram, including the extension of
the program to upperclassmen.
The program will be restruc
tured to accomodate student
needs based on these sugges
tions, according to Harris.
Possible changes include pro
viding freshmen with the choice
of participating in the program,
rather than mandatorily assign
ing them to it, and the use of
upperclassmen to serve as “jun
ior mentors” underneath exist
ing faculty mentors.
Harris said that ways to
extend the program to upper
classmen are also being re
viewed.
Elain Dwyre, career develop
er/counselor at Career Services,
who was another driving force
behind last week’s luncheon,
was also present at the meeting.
Dwyre said she wanted men
tors help their mentees find
m eaningful sum m er jobs.
“There are lots of jobs out there,
you just have to look for them,”
Dwyre said.
She encouraged the mentors
to go back to their own best
summer job experience as a way
to get their mentees involved in
the job hunting process.
Future minority mentor ac
tivities include a skating party
and a banquet for faculty and
students involved in the pro
gram.
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M any suffer eating disorders
When workers aren't there,
business doesn't work.

' ••• '•'¥>=

Each year cancer
strikes 120,000
people in our work
force, and causes our
economy to lose
more than $10 billion
in earnings. Earnings
that American
workers might still be
generating if they had
known the simple
facts on how to
protect themselves
from cancer
Protect your
employees, your
company, and
yourself.. .call your
local unit of the
American Cancer
Society and ask for
their free pamphlet,
"Helping Your
Employees to Protect
Themselves Against
Cancer" Start
your company on
a policy of good
health today!

t AmwfcinCMiMrSocWy

By Marcy Pugliese
Staff Writer
Eating disorders often pres
ent a number of medical com
plications, said Rodney DeMichael from the Center of Eating
Disorders, who presented a
workshop on eating disorders to
the Drop-In Center staff on
March 15.
It is estimated that 100,000
Americans suffer from anorexia
nervosa, over 60 million Amer
icans are overweight, and 15 to
30 percent of young women
experience some symptoms of
bulimia, while 1 to 4 percent
engage in binging and purging,
he said.
According to DeM ichael,
people can possess sim ilar
symptoms from more than one
type of disorder. Nonetheless,
the disorders are different.
He said that, “a primary
reason for excess weight is that
food has become a socially
acceptable substitute for fulfil
ling emotional needs.”
According to publications by
The Center for Eating Dis
orders, people sometimes over
eat in response to boredom,
anxiety, depression, and other
types of discom fort. Issues
found to be related to Bulimia
are a strong need for accep
tance, coupled with fears of

rejection and dependency. Peo
ple suffering from this disorder
are usually very secretive about
their behavior.
Anorexia nervosa is charac
terized by self-starvation, DeMichael said. A central aspect
of the disorder is a deep rooted
fear of gaining weight. Anorex
ics resist eating despite hunger
and have a distorted body
image, perceiving themselves as
being too fat even when they are
emaciated.
DeMichael said these eating
disorders bring along with them
many medical problems. Excess
weight tends to place a strain
on the person’s cardiovascular
system and increase the poten
tial for the development of
hypertension. It also exposes
the person to diabetes, gallb
ladder and liver disease.
Bulimia is associated with
irregular heart rhythm, amenor
rhea, and gastrointestinal prob
lems, along with others, he said.
People who are anorexic can
experience internal organ shrin
kage, kidney failure, heart and
reproductive organ damage.
DeMichael said there are
some symptoms that may help
in detecting a person suffering
from these disorders.
According to DeM ichael,
some physical changes that
occur because of anorexia are
excessive weight loss, cavities

and gum disease, absence of
menstruation and extreme sen
sitivity to cold.
Some emotional behavior
changes may include unusual
eating habits, extreme physical
activity, overuse of laxatives or
diuretics, social isolation, poor
self-esteem, and denial of the
problem.
Symptoms of bulim ia are
hard to detect because the
person is usually very secretive.
Some of the symptoms are
abuse of purgatives, weight
changes, depression, changes in
appearance, abnormal interest
in food, severe dieting and
excercise, and substace abuse.
Some symptoms of compulsive
eating, which can lead to excess
weight, are feeling addicted to
food and feeling out of control,
said DeMichael.
Besides recognizing these
symptoms, DeMichael stressed
that it is important to realize
that these disorders are, themselves, symptoms of some un
derlying emotional problems
that need to be dealt with.
These eating disorders are
affecting an increasing number
of people, therefore, making
them a very important issue,
said DeMichael. The person
experiencing the disorder is
going through a lot, but so is
the family and there is help
available for everyone.

There are many resources
available that will help the
person suffering from the dis
order and his or her family.
The Drop-In Center, located
between the Student Center and
Richardson Hall, has informa
tion and referrals available. The
Drop-In Center, a service of the
SGA, is open 24 hours a day,
seven days a week and the
phone number is 893-5271.

Here’s a tip . . .
a Tax Tip.
If you have at least one
dependent child living with
you and your income is less
than $11,000 a year, you may
qualify for the Earned
Income Credit and receive
money back from the IRS.
Publication 596 can tell you
how. Call 1-800-424-FORM
(3676) or the IRS Tkx Forms
number in your phone book
to get a copy.

*'**«**'*'*Good luck to the*'*'*'*'*'*'*
New Phi Sigma Sigma
executive board
Maggie Cymbala-Archon
Janet Blumetti-Vice Archon
Lynda Ransegnola-Pledge Mom
Verle Lillis-Member-At-Large
Renee Vaclavecile-Bursar
Sandy Jaramillo-Tribune
Dawn Lang-Scribe
Cindy DeMarco-Rush Chair
Tammy Burke-PanHel Representative
Love the old: Caryn, Elaine, Trish, Heather
Alicia, Gail and Kimberly
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Proposal to suspend guestprivileges
offrats denied by SGA president
By Tom Checkur
Staff Writer
SGA President Thomas Mergola last night denied a Greek
Council proposal to suspend
guest privileges of the fraterni
ties involved in the riot on
March 4.
Mergola based his decision
on the lack of available infor
mation, as well as a request by
a Greek Council. As a result,
the Greek Council will meet on
April 25 to re-examine the issue.
Mergola told the 27 attending
legislators that campus police
are beginning to ticket drivers
who are speeding. “Campus
police have purchased radar
guns, and they’re starting to use
them,” Mergola said. “If you’re
caught speeding, you will get a
ticket.”
Mergola added that if the
campus police officer is uncer

tified, a judge will probably
throw the case out of court.
An ad-hoc committee organ
ized to address the alcohol
policy on campus has found
that 83% of 337 students polled
disagree with the current policy.
In addition, 70% of those who
agree with the policy feel there
should at least be a dorm
designated on campus for stu
dents who are 21 or older. Many
legislators thought the poll was
not conducted properly.
There is a public meeting
being held tomorrow by the
Board of Trustees. “Tomorrow
it will be made public who will
be the next President of Mont
clair State College,” Mergola
said.
He added that it is the first
time this year that the students
will be addressing the board.
Delta Kappa Psi was granted
a class III charter by a unanim

ANOREXIA
7 WISH I WERE THINNER'

ous vote. The professional
fraternity is currently planning
a blood drive, as well as a
number of lectures. It is open
to Business majors, or those
students intent upon majoring
in business.
The Latin American Student
Organization (LASO) is plan
ning a bus trip to New York
City museums which exhibit
Latin American Art. The trip
is slated for April 21, and all
students are welcome.
The Pre Med club has ar
ranged a trip to tour medical
schools of Harvard and Boston
University. The journey is on
April 23, and the bus is open
to all students.
The director of external af
fairs has been removed. Mergo
la said, “I will consider any
student who would like the
position.”

Portuguese lecture
Experts in communications, business and education will speak
on careers in these fields requiring a knowledge of Portuguese
at a conference titled, "Portuguese and Careers of the Nineties”
to be held on April 11, from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. in Kops Lounge.
A special feature of the conference will be an address by
his excellency Julio de Vasconcelos, Portuguese Consul in the
United States, who wilt speak on Portugal’s forthcoming
entrance into the European Com m on M arket and its
implications for this hemisphere.
Antonio Matinho, Editor of the Luso American Times, will
discuss business opportunities in Northern New Jersey, focusing
on the state’s rapidly growing Portuguese-speaking community.
Students attending the conference can learn about career
opportunities in translating and interpreting. Three members
of the New York Circle of Translators will discuss court and
conference interpreting as well as various types of work in
translation, including United Nations assignments.
Portuguese, the sixth language in the world in number of
speakers, is considered by the U.S. State Department to be
a “critical” language, one for which there is a serious shortage
of qualified language specialists.
The educational needs of the Portuguese community of New
Jersey will also be the topic of paneL The future of bilingual
education and the critical need for qualified teachers will also
be discussed.
Aware of the need to provide training for students wishing
to enter these fields, MSC has developed .an academic minor
in Portuguese.
The conference is sponsored by "Program Improvement in
Portuguese,” a N JD H E grant which has provided the services
of two consultants, Dr. Odete Silva and Dr. Vasda Landers
for this academic year.
For further information about the conference or to obtain
a brochure on the Portuguese minor, call Dr. JoAnne Engelbert,
(201) 803-4285.

R in a
$3 million business
sooner than
you think.
S3 million. It's a lot of responsibility. It's a lot of challenge.
Am) it's where you ean be in just 3-5 years with Walgreens. That's
the average time it takes for our Management Trainees to be
running their own operation with 25 employees and over S3
million in sales. And that's just the start, because there are
plenty of ongoing opportunities available.
We re the nation s largest retail drugstore chain —a S5 billion
company and an American retail success story. Over the last 5
years we've added 502 new stores and averaged over lb"., annual
growth. And our rapid pace of expansion continues unabated.
Take our growth, award winning management, plus an
outstanding in-depth training program, and you've got the
beginnings of a great future.
We re looking for talented individuals to become Management
Trainees with opportunities nationw ide.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

ÌATION
DISORDERS,

Monday, April 17
See your placement office for sign-up information
If unable to see us on campus, send a resume or letter to:
Rich Heaton. Management Recruiter. Walgreen Co.. 200
Wilmot Road. Deerfield. IL 00015. Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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A defense
against cancer ¡1
can be cooked upU
in your kitchen. 1

J o n a t h a n "Ro t h m a n
K f l T H R d m P L IA N O

Pa u l W o l FE
T homas "Br a t t o n
C hr \ s C a l d i ERO
J ason R o s e n BERG
C ord B rody
S c o tt Am m a t u r o
B il l G a l l a g h e R
Sc o t t B ek/ e d f t t o
Frank Garg id le
G reg W u

There is evidence
that diet and cancer
are related. Some
foods may promote
cancer, while others may
protect you from it.
Foods related to low
ering the risk of cancer
of the larynx and esoph
agus all have high
amounts of carotene, a
form of Vitamin A
which is in canta
loupes, peaches, broc
coli, spinach, all dark
green leafy vegeta
bles, sweet potatoes,
carrots, pumpkin,
winter squash, and
tomatoes, citrus fruits and
brussels sprouts.
Foods that may help reduce the |jj
risk of gastrointestinal and respira-^J
tory tract cancer are cabbage,
broccoli, brussels sprouts, kohl
rabi, cauliflower.
Fruits, vegetables and whole r=
grain cereals such as oatmeal, bran and wheat*"1
may help lower the
risk of colorectal [jj
cancer.
¡1
Foods high in fats, jj
salt-or nitrite-cured U
foods such as ham, |j
and fish and types of III
sausages smoked by traditional
methods should be eaten in
moderation.

Ke it h Laibson
A v i Pelo
Dave Pr it c h a r d
Sc o t t S ierra
Dan S o hr
K e v in T o o lan
T ony T uths
M arc W eelen
Se t h G olubchick .
Sco tt S hepherd
Doug D'amore
Chris Ferrara
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Campus Police Report:

Aggression is a key factor in job
hunting tactics says M SC alumnae

R ock throwers
vandalize campus
By Paul Mampilly
Staff Writer
An attem pt was made to
burgle the percussion studio in
McEachern Hall on April 3.
The door showed signs of the
attempt. There was no apparent
entry.
Rocks were thrown at win
dows in Partridge Hall, Calcia
Fine Arts Building, College Hall
and Sprague Library. The van
dalism occured between March
31 and April 4.
An intoxicated male was
arrested for possession of traffic
signs in his room in Blanton
Hall. The resident has been
charged with theft.
An electric drill left overnight
in Life Hall was stolen. The
contractor who had left the drill

reported it stolen. The theft
occurred on March 31.
The metal gates for lot 28
were removed between March
30 and March 31. The gates
were found on the ground.
A car parked in lot 13 was
splattered with ketchup on the
drivefs side on April 1.
A fire emanating from an
external lamp on the east side
of Chapin Hall was quickly
extinguished. The fire was
caused by a nest that had been
made on top of the lamp. The
fire occurred on April 1.
A male was arrested for
harassing and following two
female students in the student
center. The male had been
arrested last year on previous
charges. The incident occurred
on March 29 at 5:45 p.m.

Miss Delaware to speak
The management club, in association with all other MSC
business organizations, will present Miss Delaware on April
12 in Kops Lounge.
She will speak about her experiences as Miss Delaware and
as a contestant in the Miss America Pageant. She will also
describe her new business venture, “How to market oneself
in today’s business world.” Refreshments will be provided.

; Ml
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Broadcasting students should
be aggressive upon entering the
job market, said Joan Preztun
ik, a 1982 MSC graduate who
is now an associate producer at
ABC News.
At an informal lecture spon
sored by the Broadcasting Div
ision on March 29, Preztunik
told the interested students that
her experience at MSC has
allowed her to enter a career she
loves.
“1 always wanted to do news,
and the staff at Montclair really
helped me along. In fact, I got
my first internship through
another Montclair graduate.
M ontclair carries a lot of
weight,” she said.
Preztunik began at ABC
nearly eight years ago doing
graphics and covering special
events. As an associate produc
er, she said she does “just about
everything,” but loves going out
on shoots and working with
equipment.
Preztunik said that working
for a major network is a very
valuable experience that allows
a person to see first-hand what
the news business is all about.
Most companies are unionaffiliated, and even though many

entry-level jobs only pay about
$11,500, Preztunik said salaries
increase when people switch
companies.
When a student asked how
difficult it is to find a job in the
business, Preztunik said that
contacts are the most important
thing. “Get your foot in the
door, and be around people you
trust. They’ll come to you when
they need something, if you’re
good. It’s human nature,” she
said.
Preztunik warned students
not to be disappointed if they
do not find a satisfying job
immediately. “Everyone hates
their first job out of school, but
they have to start somewhere,”
she said.
She advised students to stay
with their first job for at least
three months to prove their
competence to other prospec
tive employers. She added that
production houses are excellent
places to start with editing jobs.
Preztunik also offered advice
concerning interviews. “You get
tired of selling yourself, but get
used to them,” she said. “Just
be yourself and try asking the
interviewer some questions of
your own. Put yourself in their
position—be aggressive.”
She also stressed the impor
tance of sending out thank you
notes after interviews. “Their

» U L J J im A I

LIP

personal touch means a lot,” she
said.
P reztunik also suggested
sending out one-page resumes
that are easy to read, and
“putting in any information that
might make you appear to be
special.”
Preztunik closed her lecture
by commenting on the pros and
cons of the news business. “Like
all jobs, sometimes you have to
deal with jerks, and the hours
make it hard for a woman to
raise a family. But I love know
ing the news before it airs, and
I get to travel around the
country for free.”

Candidates to
debate for SGA
Board positions
Candidates running for next
year’s Executive Board will be
participating in a debate spon
sored by the SGA on April 12.
The debate will take place in the
Student Center Mall at 2:00
p.m.
During the debate the candi
dates will be questioned by a
panel consisting of members
from
The
M ontclarion,
W M SC -FM , and the SGA
Attorney General.______ _
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vor Banquet May 12th
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By Susan Friend
Correspondent______________

at the
W e stm o u n t C o u n try CfuB
lo c k fo r more details or
contact th e SGA Office
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Pulitzer
Attention Montclarion Stall
Prize winner
em p h asizes Elections will be held for editor’s
positions
equality and
community

College Students:

FUNDS
are now available for your

EDUCATION
IT YOU ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING
Scholarships*, Fellow ships*, Grants*

YOUR ELIGIBILITY
IS GUARANTEED!
regardless o f financial status or academic performance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

1-800-283-8328
A NATIONAL SERVICE COMMITTED
TO HIGHER EDUCATION
*These funds DO NOT require reimbursement
A C A D E M IC FIN A N C IA L
A D V ISO R Y PR O G R A M

cont. from p. 1
“The Irish in Boston were
really angry with the other
(upper class) Irish,” said Lukas.
“They felt the upper class Irish
had abandoned tra d itio n al
values.”
He said he remembers an
experience with a black Chicago
cab driver who had a keen sense
of the lifestyles of prominent
Chicago residents.
“It amazed me how his life
required that he know so much
about them, yet, they need not
know anything about him,” he
said.
Lukas graduated from Har
vard College, attended the Free
University of Berlin and taught
at Harvard, Yale, and Boston
University.
Monday’s lecture titled,“The
City Divided: Race and Class
in America” was the fifth annual
Sheldon Pollock lecture.
The Sheldon Pollock Fund
was established in memory of
MSC alumnus Sheldon Pol
lock, who bequeathed $32,000
ito MSC, forseeing a need for
¡young people to be exposed to
different political views.

Wednesday, April 12, 9:30 p.m.
All voting members (that means
production staff and current
editors) must be present to vote

D on’t miss this chance to join
in our shenanigans—and our
trip to New Orleans—next year!
The Montclarion is a Class 1 of the SGA
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£9f£ news

H00M S£££CT90K
1989-1990
ClOV€ ROAD APARTMCN1S

APPLICATIONS UU Ill BE AVAILABLE MAACH 9 , 1 9 8 9 . THEV

unm

bc distributed bv

ResiDewce

uf€ staff at

MANDATORV M €€TIN G S . DAT6S AND TIM 6S W ill B€
ANNOUNC6D IN 6ACH BUILDING. DEADLINE FOR RETURN
O F APPLICATION IS MARCH 15, 1 9 8 9 .

APARTMCNT F6RTURCSINCLUDE:
1. Tujo bedroom, living/dining room, Rill kitchen and
bathroom.
2 . Fully furnished, air-cond itio ned an d ca rp ete d .
3. O vern ig h t parking a v a ila b le for oil Clove R ood
residents.
4 . O p e n during academ ic y e a r vocation s a n d uuinter
session.
5. M e o l tickets not required.
6 . M o re in d e p e n d e n t life style.
W € W ill O N IV ACCEPT GROUPS O F 4 O R 5 IN CLOVE
ROAD AND THE ASSIGNMENT IS BASED O N SENIORITY
O F EACH G R O U P. PAVMENT O F $ 1 0 0 .0 0 DEPOSIT, DUE
O N MARCH 14, 1 9 8 9 AND RETURN O F THE COMPLETED
CLOVE ROAD APPLICATION FORM, CONSTITUTES FORMAL
APPLICATION FOR ON-CAMPUS RESIDENCE IN CLOVE
ROAD FOR THE 1 9 8 9 -9 0 VEAR.
*V*' «*»** i

VV*

I*",*'* t

R€SID€NC€ HRUS (FOR CURR6NTRESIDENTS)
RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE APRIL
3, 1 9 8 9 . THEV WILL BE DISTRIBUTED BV RESIDENCE LIFE
STAFF AT MANDATORV M EETINGS. DATES AND TIMES WILL
BE ANNOUNCED IN EACH BUILDING. THE DEADUNE FOR
APPLICATIONS IS FR O M APRIL 1 2 T O APRIL 14, 1 9 8 9 .
PAVMENT O F $ 6 0 .0 0 DEPOSIT, DUE BETWEEN APRIL 5
AND APRIL 7, 1 9 8 9 AND RETURN O F THE COMPLETED
RESIDENCE HALL APPLICATION, CONSTITUTES FORMAL
APPLICATION FOR ON-CAMPUS RESIDENC
FOR THE
1 9 8 9 -9 0 ACADEMIC VEAR.

R€SID€NC€ HRUS (FOR NON-RESIDENTS)
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE APRIL 3 , 1 9 8 9 cR O M THE
OFFICE O F RESIDENCE LIFE, B O H N HALL, 4T h FLOOR. THE
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS APRIL 1 4 ,1 9 8 9 . PAVMENT
O F A $ 6 0 .0 0 DEPOSIT, DUE BETWEEN APP*L 5 AND 7
AND AETURN O F THE COMPLETED RES! cNCE HALL
APPLICATION, CONSTITUTES FORMAL APPl ~ATION FOR
ON-CAMPUS RESIDENCE FOR THE 1989-C
ACADEMIC
VEAR. NON-RESIDENTS WILL BE ASSIGNED b '»PACES ARE
AVAILABLE AFTER ALL CURRENT RESIDENT. AND NEW
APPLICANTS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED.

SUMMER HOUSING 1989
IF YOU ARC INTCRCSTCD IN APPLYING FOR SUMMCF lOUSING, PICK
UP RN APPLICATION BY MRY 9 FROM TH€ RCSIDL .€ LIF6 OFAC6.
PAYMENT OF A $50.00 DCPOSIT PAYABLE TO HOUS G SCRVICCS IS
RCQUIRCD AND, SINCC SPAC6S ARC LIMITCD, ASSIGN ¿CNTS UUILL B€
MAD€ ON A FIRST-COMC-FIRST-SCRVC BASIS. TH€ APPLICATION UUITH
THC DEPOSIT IS DU6 JUN6 6, 1989.
‘t i / .f

s -T

! ,d ■\qA ,'{ijb2iufrr\n on £bjn oM m TT.J*
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Montclair State College
The Faculty Senate AIDS Awareness Task Force and
the Office of Student Affairs
A nnounces

A

id s

Aw

a ren ess

D
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Tuesday, April 11, 1989
12:00-4:00 pm
AGENDA
12:00-1:00 pm • In troduction and Film - B allroom s A,B, and C
1:00-2:00 pm • W orkshops
Ballroom A
Living Safely in the AIDS age:
.
r
Safe living. Safe sex practices. Intravenous drug use as a source of AIDS infection. The use of
mind altering drugs and alcohol as factors diminishing judgment and inhibition and,
consequently, as factors in risk-taking behavior.
Ballroom B
Talking about sex:
When to say yes. How to say no. JPloys. How do you initiate sex talk?
Questions about testing-have you been? What she said is not what he heard.
Ballroom C
For som eone gay or bisexual as well as friends and relatives:
How gay people and bisexuals feel about sex in the AIDS crises. Gays, bisexuals and straights
talking together about AIDS. Knowing someone gay or bisexual: becoming informed and
sensitive. For gays, bisexuals, their friends and relatives.
Student Center Room #126
M inorities and AIDS:
Why do the statistics show such a high incidence of AIDS among minorities? How does this affect
minorities who don’t have AIDS? Are minorities affected by differences in access to health care?
>

Student Center Room #411-412
Women and AIDS:
The impact of AIDS on women. Women as caregivers. Women as sexual actors: being sexually
responsive and responsible. AIDS and Pregnancy.
Student Center Room # 4 1 9
Rights, w rongs, and AIDS:
(Ethical Dilemmas). If my roommate has AIDS should I move out? My girlfriend’s boyfriend has
AIDS Should I tell her? My friend is bisexual; should his wife know? I’m a health care
professional but I’m afraid of AIDS. Should I take the job I’m offered even though I know I’ll have
AIDS patients? Who should be informed; who gets to give the information? (Issues of privacy and
confidentiality). So you want to be a buddy? I believe in freedom of association but my friend says
if I don’t stop hanging out with Joe who’s gay, she’ll have to drop me as a friend.
Don’t people really get what they deserve?

2:00-3:00 pm • W orkshops (r e p e a t e d see l i s t a b o v e )
3:00-4:00 pm . P a n el o f P eop le w ith AIDS & W rap Up / B allroom A,B,C.
M a d e p ossib le th r o u g h a g r a n t fro m : T h e M o n t c la ir S tate C ollege F o u n d a tio n
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editorial/letters
Editorial Policy Board
Lynn M. Cowan .......................................................... Editor-in-Chief
John P. Navarro .......................................................Managing Editor
Raymond C. Ecke..................................... .......Editorial Page Editor
Editors

Technical Department

‘Let’s not get hysterical’

Day by day, in every way, we’re becoming more
hysterical. Every time the least little thing
Karen Najarian .. .Graphics Mgr.
Luisa Carrizo....................... Arts
happens, the country goes bonkers. If we were
Christopher Petrillo__ Graphics
Jane Bech Nielsen ... Assignment
Joan Fontaine in a movie, Douglas Fairbanks
Kim Whittam............... Graphics
Kenny Peck......................Sports
would slap us in the face, shake us by the
Elizabeth Lubin.......... Typesetter
A. DiPasquale........ Head Photo.
shoulders
and say: “Get hold of yourself.”
Lisa
Cavaliere............
Typesetter
Valerie Kalfrin ..............Features
When 1 was a kid - back in the days when
Jill Belverio.................... Veloxer
IBrian Nase...... Assistant Assign.
cars had running boards but the stagecoach was
John Paul...................Cartoonist
cheaper - the only thing people got hysterical
Mike Davis ............... Cartoonist
Jody Bardin..............Proofreader
about was polio. Once the “polio season” arrived
Senate Fraternity___Circulation
your mother wouldn’t let you go to the swimming
pool, to the movies or out with the guys. It was
Photography Staff
Production StafT
too dangerous. Never mind that polio wasn’t a
particularly contagious disease compared with
Kristin Marcussen
Julia DiMartino
some
others, we were dealing with a hysterical
Barclay Minton
Paul Mampilly
reaction.
Scott Langan
Carl Chase
Now everything gets a hysterical reaction.
Bill Cogan
Bryan Morytko
Take, for example, the Great Grape Scare.
Kevin Onorevole
Ian Saarmann
Federal
inspectors found traces of cyanide on
Vannessa Juvelis
two - count ’em, two - grapes in a shipment
from Chile and the next thing you know we’re
Dr. George R. Petty....................................................Faculty Liaison
practically at war. We embargoed all Chilean
fruits coming into the country, supermarkets
Business Department
pulled them off the shelves and Chileans were
getting up armed groups to come up here to
Zsolt Radies...........................................................................Treasurer
Susan Fasano..................................................... Advertising Manager
retaliate. General Pinochet, Chile’s answer to
Hitler, even ate a grape. Unfortunately, it was
Kristine A. Roome .................................................. Business Manager
not one of the ones with cyanide.
The Montclarion is published weekly, except during examination,
summer and winter sessions. It is funded, in part, by funds received
Almost simultaneously Meryl Streep, the
from the Student Government Association, Inc. o f Montclair State
actress, announced that people shouldn’t eat
College. Advertising rates are available upon request, in Room 113 of
apples because they have dangerous pesticides
the Student Center Annex, or by calling the business department at
on them - and people stopped eating apples. Not
(201) 893-5169. The views expressed in the editorial pages or any
all people, of course, but enpugh so that apple
advertisement, with the exception o f the main editorial or Montclarion
growers
started screaming that we were trying
advertisements, do not necessarily reflect the opinion q/The Montclarion.
to
ruin
them.
All issues are copyrighted, and any unauthorized use or reproduction
I want to make myself perfectly clear on this:
is prohibited.______________________________________________
I am not a pro-pesticide person; like George Bush,
I am an environmentalist. Even less am I a pro
cyanide person. But we are a country which
argued for years over whether cigarettes, which
make you cough a lot and spit up terrible things
in the morning, are hazardous to your health.
Even now we debate whether semi-automatic
weapons, which dice people, kill them. So now
we’re afraid we’re going to do a Snow White
the next time we bite into an apple? Gimme a
Though they may not make a big deal about it, our very own break.
The drug issue is another example of our ability
SGA puts out a monthly newsletter entitled “Student Voice."
to
take a bad situation and exaggerate it.
Unfortunately, this publication does not reflect the voice of the
We sat there for eight years with the drug
students at MSC accurately.
This shoddy-looking, poorly-written excuse for a collection of epidemic worsening in this country without doing
student ideas is an outright insult to the audience they intend to anything much about it. Nancy Reagan said “Just
Say No” and we said “Sure.” An entire political
reach.
This month’s issue deals with the subject of alcohol on campuses.
One would expect to hear a wide range of ¡opinions on the subject.
A C E R T A IN "ST O 'D EM T
But what we are given is a collection of essays written by one person,
V
O IC E ." StETNAS T o B E
Anthony Tuths (credited as the “creative mind behind it all”).
M c RE
Tuths wants “an unrestricted (alcohol) pblicy at Clove Road, the
ban on alcohol in the residence halls lifted, the Rat open on Friday
V\ IT H O O R R [ G rH T T O
and Saturday and serving alcohol during all operating hours.”
TA R ! H R A L C o H o U
When students accept rooms on campus, they automatically
RAth er th a n
oor
relinquish their right to drink in the dorms. This is understood before
G -H T io A <Aoox>
a student even registers for on-campus housing. Furthermore, Tuths
fails to address how he plans to prevent a freshman from getting
E tH JC A T iO R O R
alcohol from his 21-year-old roommate.
E v t N OOR OWN)
Tuths’ attempt at a balanced and fair argument stems from a series
W E L L isEl N O . . .
of quotes (three total) from Dean of Students Edward Martin. The
only problem is Tuths refutes Dean Martin’s statements directly
following his quote. Now is that being balanced and fair? Perhaps
an alternative might have been to ask Martin to contribute an essay
to the publication rather than having Tuths impose his views at every
turn.
But the most offensive thing about his coverage of this topic is
that not only does he paint students as alcohol-consuming lushes
He t h i h i O l i k e
whose only concern is drinking on campus, but he makes no attempt
ORUNM A MAH I
to offer solutions to the drinking problem. Instead, he chooses to
yell and wave his alcohol flag. Is this any way to spend our SGA
fees? And more importantly, is this the image SGA President Mergola
and the rest of the executive board want to project?

SGA ’s Student Voice
needs some sobering

campaign went by without any meaningful
discussion of drugs.
Now it’s the hot issue and Washington D.C.
is its focus. You can hardly turn on the television
set without seeing D.C’s beleaguered mayor,
Marion Barry, being keelhauled by another
gimlet-eyed reporter who wants to know why our
nation’s political capital is the murder capital,
too. The White House has suggested that federal
troops might be sent into the District to restore
order.
That’s loony. Certainly it’s true that Mayor
Barry is a spectacular incompetent and that the
murder rate in the District is horrendous —about
10 killings a week -- but let’s keep a sense of
balance. We’re not talking Beirut here. Washing
ton is still a lovely town with quiet elegant
neighborhoods where most people live untouched
by the drug wars that fuel the murder rate.
Occasionally a firefight will spill out into middle
class Washington, but for the most part the
combat is confined to where the poor people live.
And for them, admittedly, life is hell.
But what are federal troops going to do about
it? Shoot drug dealers on sight? Bomb crack
houses? Come on. Troops are good for the
aftermath of a hurricane when the authorities
can say: “Looters will be shot on sight,” but
they’re useless for police work. In any case, do
we really want to send an occupying army into
our black ghettos? (Isn’t it funny how often life
imitates South Africa?)
It becomes clearer and clearer that we are about
to suffer an assault on our civil rights in the name
of drug law enforcement. We saw it the other
day in the Supreme Court’s expansion of drug
testing, we see it in calls for more capital
punishment, for troops. The clamor for more
power to the police \vill grow.
Which may be necessary. What began as a
problem is now a crisis, particularly for
minorities. Drugs are hurting White America;
they’re killing Black America.
But let’s be very, very careful about the rights
we let go in the name of drug enforcement. Once
gone, they do not return of their own accord.
Let’s not get hysterical.

Donald Kaul is a syndicated columnist with
Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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Nicaragua is still our concern
The bipartisan accord announced by President
Bush and Secretary of State Baker conceals more
than it divulges, but what it tells us is itself in
some respects strange.
The constitutional question has been raised
within Mr. Bush’s own household: Has he,
in committing himself to cease humanitarian aid
in November to the contras unless Congress
agrees, contingently abandoned his authority as
president? The answer is unclear, but other things
arrest the attention, in particular Mr. Bush’s
statement: “We do not claim the right to order
the politics of Nicaragua. T hat is for the
Nicaraguan people to decide.”
But that isn’t entirely the case. The Nicaraguan
“people” can vote under duress for the Sandinista
government, and as a matter of fact probably
will do so. The Sandinista government would not
exist today save for the intervention of the Soviet
Union. And although Mr. Bush went on to
remind the Soviet Union that it had on proper
security interests in Central America, and that
therefore it should discontinue its heavy armed
intervention in Nicaragua, quite the opposite was
done from what it takes to cause the Soviet Union
to change its mind.
In Afghanistan, the Soviet Union retreated (after
killing 1 million Afghans) because it could not
take the flak. But it is a part of Mr. Bush’s
agreem ent th at there shall be no flak in
Nicaragua. What Mr. Bush did was to capitulate
to congressional pressures to cease arming the
contras— 16,000 patriots sworn to liberate
Nicaragua from the totalitarian hold of the
Sandinistas.
Mr. Bush may privately argue to his associates
that he had no alternative. Better, he might be
saying, $4.5 million a month to buy bananas and
breadfruit for the contras than nothing, which
he fears is what they’d have got from Congress
if he had failed to meet Congress halfway. But
the contras no longer have teeth, and it is unlikely
that they will remain as a functioning military
reserve ready to be put back into the field of
action if Ortega and his Sandinistas fail to live
up to their word.
Which makes us ask: Why should they live
up to their word? The Esquipulas “accord” signed
by Nicaragua’s neighbors calls for the democrat
ization o f Nicaragua. Ho hum. So did the Arias
Plan, which ended up worth no more than one
Nobel Peace Prize. The Arias Plan accomplished
no more than the 1979 accords: There is nothing

we seek to do today, on the 10th anniversary
of the defeat of the Somoza government, that
we didn’t think we had accomplished in 1979
when the same gang that has brought tyranny
and destitution to the Nicaraguan people signed
the usual accord promising peace and freedom.
There is only one force on Earth, now that
Congress has disarmed the Nicaraguan freedom
fighters, that can bring Nicaragua to heel, and
that is the Soviet Union. But in order to
accomplish this, the Soviet Union would have
to bear down on Cuba, whose military granaries
are groaning with excess military equipment that
should last the Sandinistas much longer than any
accord between Mr. Bush and Speaker Wright.
We should be careful when we say we do not
“claim the right to order the politics of
Nicaragua." The politics of Nicaragua are very
much our concern when they are co-opted by
a foreign power inimical to the best interest of
the United States and the Nicaraguan people.
If Mr. Bush intends to repeal formally the
Monroe Doctrine, which President Kennedy
repealed informally, let him say so in as many
words. The most he would do in his bipartisan
communique was to state that we “reject any
doctrine of equivalence in the region.” That
means that we care very much about the politics
of Nicaragua. We do not wish? ... We will resist?
... We will not tolerate?... another Soviet satellite
in this hemisphere?
What Mr. Bush has done is to make fungible
the responsibility for What happens in Nicaragua.
Under the preceding administration, the president
took one line—“We must support the contras
with the same kind of military equipment the
Soviet Union is using to supply the Sandinis
tas”—while the Congress was taking another
line—“No further arms aid. Let diplomacy handle
the problem in Nicaragua.” Congress prevailed
over Ronald Reagan, but at least the contras
knew that the chief executive recognized the
nature of the problem and to the best of his ability
sought to cope realistically with it.
Now we have a diffusion of dispirited
responsibility, of the kind that almost surely will
bring on the dissolution of the contra movement.

William F. Buckley Jr. is a syndicated columnist
with the Universal Press Syndicate.

Tommy Talks:

To the editor:
In the last issue of The M ont
clarion, three writers (histori
ans) provided information on
the public presentations of the
candidates for the presidential
vacancy. However, the com
ments and the presence of the
only African American candi
date went unreported.
Does that mean that he was
not present, not heard, or not
important enough for the stu
dent body to be made aware of?
Perhaps the reporters for The
Montclarion believe that Dr.
Reid’s presence was only the
result of the institution’s com
mitment to Affirmative Action.
Perhaps the writers know
that the college has had one
African American president and
that lightning would not strike
twice inside of a decade.
The failures of The Montclar
ion staff to be objective in the
reporting of facts is embedded
in the racist nature of the
institution and reflects the

contempt that too many non
blacks have for the descendants
of the creators of the first and
oldest civilization on the planet.
Whomever is selected to be
the next president of Montclair
¡State College should be sensi
tive to the descendants of the
Greeks, that inaccurate events
will not have a prophylactic
effect on history nor stop the
descendants of Africa from
bearing witness to the lies of
non-blacks.

Thomas Puryear
Alumnus! Class o f 1970

Editor’s note: Because o f sche
dule conflicts no reporter was
able to cover Dr. Reid’s speech.
The Montclarion apologizes fo r
any inconvenience this may
have caused.

Radar gun presents
unusual problems
cont. from below
which MSC seems to be attract
ing a lot of lately.
On a more health related
direction, I’m concerned that
this radar gun, in the hands of
such eager campus police, might
emit harmful radar waves that
may be cancer causing or have
some side effects, like “nuked”
suntan skin from a tanning
parlor. Can you see half the
campus with great tans, Bermu
da shorts (in December), but
without licenses? In any event,
I’ve written to the Surgeon
General for his feelings on this
matter.
And what about our radio
station? Will the radar waves
interfere with WMSC’s 101.5
airwaves? I sure hope that

doesn’t happen. Imagine listen
ing to WMSC play a song from
The Smiths and Zap, you are
listening to 1010 WINS news
radio. That alone will cause
some accidents.
But seriously, if we have to
live with a radar gun on campus,
let’s look into the speed limit
established on MSC roads.
Some present standards may
have to be altered.
I wonder what’s next. How
about a specially equipped van
that can hear (with sensitive
listening and survelliance equip
ment) what students are doing
behind closed doors?

Tommy Mergola is president o f
SGA
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Campus Police reveals new weapon
Don’t get caught speeding on
MSC Campus, or you’re liable
to get a speeding ticket from
campus police. You see, campus
police have armed themselves
with a powerful new weapon,
a radar gun, to track down those
students who might actually
dare to get to class on time.
At this time it is not known
if campus police personnel have
been certified and ready to use
these handy little gadgets, but
be assured that if they’re not
now, they will be in the near
future.
With the addition of this

sophisticated and technological
wonder, comes various con
cerns and questions that will
undoubtedly be on the minds of
all campus speedsters. One of
the most obvious would be does
this speeding ticket constitute a
violation and will points be
removed from leadfeet’s li
censes?
I’m not one for drag racing
on College Ave. and splattering
pedestrians attempting to cross
the street, but does anyone, 1
mean anyone, drive 15 mph on
College Ave.? Try it sometime.
It can be a pretty humiliating

experience, especially when
some jock from Panzer goes
jogging past you while you’re
worried about radar.
There also seems to be a very
limited amount of “trap” areas,
where these radar would be
positioned. Campus is congest
ed enough with all these cars
going by and it seems difficult
to be able to zero in on one car
that is driving along another.
Can you just hear the irate
student who was clocked for
speeding at 27 mph, when it was J
really some kid on a skateboard, I.
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A SPECIAL PREVIEW SHOWING OF

"AFTER DINNER"
A NEW FEATURE FILM
D atin g, H om ew ork , A nd First Period G ym
- It's Enough T o Push A n y o n e O ver T h e Edge!

FR ID A Y , A PR IL 7 - 8 p .m .
M O N T C L A IR STATE COLLEGE
CALCIA A U D IT O R IU M
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Students Speak

M SC is proud of Seton Hall
Photographed and compiled by Barclay Minton and Kristin Marcussen

Annie McMenamin - It was
nice having a New Jersey team
in the limelight. T oo bad it
wasn’t Montclair.

Michelle M offat - It’s a shame
Craig Berosh - I was all ready
to go down to the school to
party. I was disappointed that
they lost.

that a team from New Jersey
couldn’t win.(W e think so too,
M ichelle)
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April 10,1989
Student Center Ballrooms
7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m. Showings
$100 w/ID and $1.50 w /o ID
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arts/entertainment

And the winner is...
By James Nikides
Correspondent

As you are all aware, the
Academy Awards were present
ed last Wednesday night, March
29.
The following lists the even
ing’s winners:
Best Picture: Rain Man
Best Actor: Dustin Hoffman
(Rain Man)
Best Actress: Jodi Foster (The
Accused)
Best Supporting Actor: Kevin
Kline (A Fish Called Wanda)
Best Supporting Actress: Geena
Davis ( The Accidental Tourist)
Best Director: Barry Levinson
(Rain Man)
Best Original Screenplay: Rain
Man
Best Screenplay Adaptation:
Dangerous Liaisons
Best Foreign Language Film:
Pelle the Conquerer
Best Soundtrack: Bird
Best Film Editing: Who Framed
Roger Rabbit?
Best Make-Up: Beetlejuice
Best Cinematography: Missis
sippi Burning
Despite the seemingly rushed
presentation of the awards
themselves, the show still ran

three hours and twenty minutes.
Cher, who presented the Oscar
for Best Picture, actually ran off
stage to allow the credits to start
rolling.
The two staged musical
numbers were too long, not to
mention awful. Rob Lowe can
not sing. To top it off, the
Academy is being sued by Walt
Disney for the use of Snow
White without their permission.
Dustin Hoffman forgot to
thank co-star Tom Cruise and
director Barry Levinson during
his acceptance speech. When the
next presenter came out, he
thanked them for Hoffman who
was very upset about it backstage.
In the fashion category, the
best dress was worn by Geena
Davis. The worst dress was
worn by Demi Moore who
supposedly designed it herself.
(Bicycle pants, Demi?)
Martin Short came out in the
same outfit as Carrie Fisher.
Robin Williams appeared in
Mickey Mouse ears and was the
highlight of the evening. Billy
Crystal with his tap dancing
mouth was the second highlight
with Short coming in third.
It might have been more
entertaining if they had cut out
the musical numbers and re

Nolan’s Notes
By Jarrett Nolan

placed them with the nominees
for Best Original Song. Carly
Simon was a shoe-in for “Let
the River Run.”
There was no main host for
the evening. Instead, different
performers would introduce the
next presenter for the following
award.
It was family and co-star
night for presenters. They in
cluded: Melanie Griffith and
Don Johnson, Goldie Hawn
and Kurt Russell, Demi Moore
and Bruce Willis, Geena Davis
and Jeff G oldblum , Jam es
Stewart and Kim Novak (costars in Vertigo), Dudley Moore
and Bo Derek (co-stars in 10)
and Keifer and Donald Suther
land (father and son).
Other presenters included:
Beau, Jeff and Lloyd Bridges,
Sean Connery, Michael Caine
and Roger Moore (two Bonds
and a fellow English actor),
Robert Downey and Cybill
Shepard (co-stars in Chances
Are), Ryan O’Neil and Farrah
Fawcett, Dustin Hoffman and
Tom Cruise and Gene Hackman and Willem DeFoe (costars in Mississippi Burning).

MINI-NOTES I: From the “when are people ever gonna
learn” file: When are people ever gonna learn that the more
you make something sound controversial, the more people are
gonna want it. Let’s take, for example,Madonna’s Like a Prayer
album. It’s your typical top 40, singles-oriented album that
one would expect from her. Lyrically, it’s her best outing;
musically, it’s a kind of rehashing of older stuff. It would have
sold anyway! But put the word “controversial” in with the review
and the album will reach multi-platinum status in half the time!
Best cuts: “Till Death Do Us Part,” “Love Song (a duet with
Prince)”...Showing no sign of a sophomoric slump is Larger
Than Life by Jody Watley. The Grammy-winning singer kicks
off with “Real Love” only to be followed up by “Friends,”
“What ’Cha Gonna Do For Me,” and “Something New.”
MINI-NOTES II: AXL Rose is not much of a reader. In
fact, he avoids it at all costs, except for one book. He’s read
Jim Morrison’s biography, No One Gets Out Alive seven times.
Each time, he gets something more out of it. Now he knows
six new words and he can read the title all the way through
without pausing. He’s really coming along nicely...This weeks
trivia question: Not necessarily in order, name the five Beatles
songs that were in the top five 25 years ago...Think about
it...Until next week...
iYAVA1*W¿ViS 'v r*'»

By Barbara Smith
Staff Writer
Unless you are living
under a rock, you must have
seen the posters around this
MSC campus clearly asking,
“Who killed Barney Bear?”
If you are wondering what
this is all about, it is really
all quite simple. Dating,
homework and first period
gym is enough to push
anyone over the edge.
This sets the scene for the
feature film After Dinner
presented by Freestyle Films
based in Lake Hiawatha, NJ.
The story revolves around
Mark, a fairly-popular high
school sophomore , having
a tough time dealing with the
transition from childhood to
adulthood.
As a consequence, he
comes up with a sure-fire
plan for ending his torment

— suicide, of course. It’s
quick, it’s easy, and it solves
that little problem of tomor
row’s history exam.
After Dinner
lightheartedly presents a thought
provoking look into the
mind of a troubled adoles
cent, and his search for the
easy way out. The film stars
Jonathan Neumann and was
directed by Steven J. Brasen.
This new 30 minute feature
presented by Freestyle Films
will premiere at MSC in
Calcia Auditorium on Fri
day, April 7, at 8 pm. Ad
mission is free, but seating is
limited and will be on a first
come, first serve basis.
In addition, there will be
a life size teddy bear roaming
the MSC campus on Thurs
day, April 6 between 12 and
2 p.m.

All in all, it was an interesting
evening with the stars.

SpeakEasy:A musical
cabaret that delivers
By Antoinette Doherty
Staff Writer

Hello and welcome to another edition of Nolan’s Notes. It’s
hard to believe but it has been 25 years since The Beatles
spearheaded what is now known as the British Invasion. It
is also 25 years-to the week-that the “Fab Four” did something
that no act has repeated in music history: they held down the
top 5 spots on Billboard’s Hot 100 chart. Their popularity was
such that they blocked themselves out of the top spot several
times throughout April 1964.

Freestyle Films
presents A fter Dinner

Speak Easy: A Musical Ca
baret delivers with a slick, toe
tapping style a la 1920’s. Written
in the style of a Broadway
musical, director Eric Diamond
provides a rough story outline
while the actors improvise the
dialogue. The final product is
a musical original that is fun and
energetic.
The story revolves around an
illegal speakeasy, The Cameo
Club, where Johnny S. (Chris
DeBari), supplies the owner,
Nick Larsen (Peter LiVecchi),
with liquor for the club. The
action begins when Scar (Jase
Hudnut), arrives on the scene.
Scar is out to get Johnny S.
for double-crossing him and
taking the money from a Chi
cago bank heist in which they
were both involved. Everyone
wants the money at any cost,
even if it means wearing high
heels and a skirt to do it, as
Mickey (Peter Casbar) and
Benny (Jeffery L. Wingfield)
demonstrate.

N aturally, rom ance runs
rampant and is musically ex
pressed through the touching
“Someone to Watch Over Me,”
sung by Johnny S. and Dede
(D eanna Jividen), and the
steamy “How Long Has This
Been Going On,” sung by Nick
Larsen and Betty (Gina Millevoi).
The cast is large-seventeen
actors in all. There are so many
different and exciting personal
ities that it would have been nice
to see more of them. The talent
could have been developed and
used more effectively.
The use of the Studio Theatre
could have become a problem
for a cast of this size, but
director Eric Diamond creative
ly employs the limited space.
Choreographer Kim Palmissano incorporates flapper steps
such as the Charleston to polish
the performance and unify the
show.
Set designer Scott Schneider
presents a colorful, glitzy set
that is circa 1920’s. Coca-Cola,
Lucky Strike, Roxy, and Para
mount signs dominate the nos
talgic atmosphere.

The Cameo Band consists of
Eric Diamond on the piano,
Craig Scoppa on the drums, and
Mathew Hurst on the saxo
phone, and adds a final touch
to the production with sleazy
mood musie that fits the bill.
Speak Easy runs Thursday,
April 6, through Saturday,
April 8 and again on April 1315. All shows start at 8 p.m.
Ticket prices are $3 for standard
and $2 for MSC students with
I.D. Faculty, staff, and senior
citizen tickets are also discount
ed. For further information call
893-5112 during business hours.
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Shoe
Mother Goose and Grimm
Mike Peters
r m 'r WANT

•th bp Cnscr*

Jeff MacNelly

J WANTTO
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Bloom County

Berke Breathed
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NOW reduced to $10

Cruise of the Hudson
D.J. & Dancing

Tickets on sale NOW!!
Mon. April 3 -Thurs. 6th

10a m - 2 p.m

Mon. April 10 - Wed. 12th

6 p.m. - 9 p.m

in the Student Center Ticket Box

Open to MSC students and guests
Cash Bar & Food Buffet available
For information contact SGA Office at 893-4202

Sensation
'89
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Academic Ulinor
in
Porluquese
Portuguese, Sixth Language In
The IDorld, In Humber Of Speak
ers, Is Of Increasing Importance
In business, Tourism, Communi-*
cations And Social Services.

fi

HISC Offers An Academic Hlinor
In Portuguese D esigned To Pre-*
pare Students For Professional
IDork In A Dariety Of Fields,
fi
brochures Are Available In The
Foreign Language Office, Par-'
tridge Rail.
fi

fi

fi

fi
fi

fi

s

To Hlake An Appointment IDith
Dr. Landers, Academic Counse
lor For Portuguese, Call 893^

fi

4285.

fi

1 See Fall Course book For Heu?
fi
fi

«fi
fi
Courses In Portuguese, Including H
Translating l.
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□ Name (Team of 5)
□

1 Team Captain
(Team Name)
Phone Number
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classified
Help Wanted
-Need more money? Sell home
delivery service of major pub
lication. Convenient NJ loca
tion. Flexible shifts, good pay,
commission. Ideal for students.
Call Mr. Hart after 1 pm—3421509
-Sukeroku Japanese Restaurant
in Little Falls is looking for
bright, energetic individuals for
waiters and waitresses. Short
hours. Flexible schedules. Ex
cellent pay. Call Joanne 7850479
-Customer Service-America’s
#1 newspaper needs people to
solve customer problem/work
with CRT. F u ll/p a rt tim e,
Monday thru Sunday. Non
smoking office. $8.00/hr. 3432244, Mr. Newton
-M ake Money. Flex-Shifts.
Enhance circulation of major
publication. Set own earning
potential. Excellent opportuni
ty for highly motivated individ
uals. Convenient NJ location.
Call Mr. Wood after 1 pm, 3421509
-Summer camp counselors •
Contemporary NJ girls resident
camp seeks qualified staff who
enjoys children and the out
doors. Specialists needed: gym
nastics, mime, karate, A&C.
Call 232-3236.

♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
A
♦
♦

-Activists - Do something im
portant with your life. The
fastest growing liberal lobby in
the U.S. is hiring N J. can
vassers for civil, women’s and
gay rights. Earn $ 250 - 375/
wk, f/t and p/t. Call the Rain
bow lobby 744-5540
-Summer Day Camp group
leader. Work with children.
Terrific for resume. Great salary
& hours. Call Beth @ 446-4100
-Summer Day Canmp sports
and games supervisor. College
senior or higher. Great salary.
Call Beth @ 4464100
-Summer Day Camp needs pool
staff with ALS or WSI. Good
hours and salary. Call Beth @
446-4100
-Experienced, responsible bab
ysitter wanted for 6 month old.
Mondays 2-6 pm, and alternate
Weds. 124 pm. Non-smoker,
references required. Call 7833908 after 8 pm. Leave message.
-Help Wanted Summer Camp
Staff - unit staff, cook, kitchen
staff, administrative assistant,
waterfront director, pool staff
for day camp in Mendham, N.J.
Morris Area Girl Scout Coun
cil, P.O. Box 88 Mendham, N.J.
or call 5384936
-Lawn mowing: responsible
person wanted to mow my lawn
with my mower. Call Judy (3)
746-4435

7c¿rtuae
3 / u / //¿‘f / f r
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-Female model needed by pho
tographer. No nudity, no expe
rience necessary, part time at
your convenience. Please call
823-8750, Bayonne.

-LEA R N
PER SO N N EL
SEARCH — W ork flexible
part-tim e hours perform ing
telephone screening of potential
job applicants for a leading
personnel search firm. Gain
marketable skills for corporate
personnel positions after gra
duation. Potential for future
full-time on summer position.
Good interpersonal skills re
quired, aptitude for technical
information a plus. Make your
own hours between 9 and 5,
Monday - Friday; $ 7-8/hr plus
incentives. Call Ken Hall at 882
- 6636, Hutton Management,
West Caldwell.

PUT THE MAGIC OF THE
DISNEY EXPERIENCE
TO WORK FOR YOU!!
Enjoy a paid sem ester working in su n n y Florida!

THE DISNEY EXPERIENCE INCLUDES:

‘Over 24 hours of formal classes
*A choice of working in retailing,
attractions,hotels, or food services.
‘Living with 100’s of students from
all over the Eastern U.S.A.
‘Low Cost Housing ‘Earn College Credit

IDEAL FOR BUSINESS, RECREATION,
FOOD SERVICE, It COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS!

Co-op Ed: The Competitive Edge
THREE GOOD REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD GO:
Disney is one of America’s Top Corporations—
Cited in In Search of and Passion for Excellence!
2.
A good work reference from Disney can greatly
Montclair
improve your chances for employment with any State
College
company upon your graduation from MSC.
3.
There are abundant employment opportunities
with the rapidly growing Disney Organization
upon graduation from MSC.
DISNEY IS COMING TO MSC - BE THERE!!!!
1.

By John Paul

t
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A
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PRESENTATION & INTERVIEW FOR SUMMER & FALL 1989
♦
PROGRAMS APR. 11 —STUDENT CENTER— RM 411412 11:00 a.m.
CO~ ™ £ T DR JACK SAM U£LS EXT. 7073 FOR INFO OR C O -O P EXT .44226
SPECIAL NOTICE: N EW OUTSTANDING ONCE IN A LIFETIM E
OPPORTUN ITIES EXIST FOR THEATER A N D
♦
TELEVISION STUDENTS DURING THE
SUMMER OF 1989 DUE TO THE OPENING OF THE
DISNEY/MGM STUDIOS! DON'T MISS OUT!

♦
♦

-Em ploym ent opportunities
available in the exciting field of
autom otive retailing. Justus
Buick, 880 Bloomfield Avenue,
West Caldwell. Call 226-7878
-Parking attendants all shifts.
Perfect job for students. Drivers
license req. 18 or older & have
own car. Ex. sal. Call Advanced
Parking Concepts @ 857-2008,
T-F 10 am to 5 pm.
-Babysitter: for 2.5 year and 15
month old girls. Occasional
weekday and weekend evenings.
For additional information call
Debbie after 5 pm @ 239-5726.
Verona

Wanted
-Immediate cash paid for old
trains, toys, etc. Any condition.
Call 8384290

-Fender Stratocaster w/case excellent condition - $ 350. Call
783-2083 - Scott or Ben
-1981 Kawasaki Jet Ski 440.
Hull in good condition $ 1500.
Call 783-2083 and ask for Scott

LSAT
Dr. Blank teaches
8 session personalized
LSAT course. In-depth
analysis of question
types plus four full-length
LSATs. Advice.
Reasonable Cost.

D r. B lank 9 6 6 - 9 0 5 4

Lost - Found
-Vacation3hotos of Greece and
Rome - Found in lot 13, on
March 17. Contact Campus
Security for more info.

THERE

Attention

-Hey Montclair- Join the walka-bout. It’s a 1 to 2 mile mapped
out course on the Montclair
State College campus. Starting
first week in April, T,W,R at
12 noon. Contact J. Schecde at
Panzer Gym. 893-5240 or 8935253
-WORD PROCESSING Term
papers, theses, resumes, cover
letters, etc. Jet quality printing.
FREE pickup/delivery. Word
processing trained. Call for
student discount! Imprint Word
Processing (201)763-0484
-Word Processing of resumes,
thesis. Powerful, professional
resumes. Psychology thesis our
specialty. Located in Little
Falls, off Rt. 23. Special Stu
dent resume rates. Call 2564261
-H eading for E urope this
summer (or anytime)? Jet there
for no more than $ 160 with
AIRHITCH(R), as reported in
Consumer Reports, NY Times,
Let’s Go, Good Housekeeping,
and national network morning
shows. For details call 212-8642000 or write : AIRHITCH,
2901 Broadway, suite 100A,
N.Y., N.Y. 10025

For Sale
-1983 Chevy Citation, 4 spd., 6
cyl., am/fm, excel, cond., one
owner, $ 1,800. Call 239-5139
-1985 Isuzu Impulse. Black w/
gray interior. PS/PB, A M /FM
cassette, many options. Runs
great, asking $ 4,500 or best
offer. Call 525-2836
-1976 D atsun 280Z. Black.
Automatic. $ 2,000 or best offer.
For more info. Call 3854919

IS A

NEW

LSAT
Starting June ’89

Limited Enrollment for
June, Oct. & Dec. Tests
The ONLY
Test Training
Designed
E X C L U S IV E L Y for
the NEW LSAT

For FREE
Information
CALL
LAW BOARDS
Test Training

1 800 274-7737
-

-

Box 7570 - W. Trenton. NJ • 08628
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sports

The boys are
back in town

Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper,
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

By Kenny P eck
My picks for the 1989 baseball season

American League
Eastern

Western

Red Sox
Yankees
Blue Jays
Brewers
Tigers
Indians
Orioles

Royals
A’s
Angels
White Sox
Twins
Rangers
Mariners

1. Arizona and Oregon are in what college athletic
conference?
2. What NHL team is farthest south?
3. What Cleveland pitcher had one of his pitches clocked
at 98.6 miles per hour?
4. The James Norris Memorial Trophy is associated with
what sport?
5. How many times did the Detroit Red Wings win the
Stanley Cup in the 1950’s?

National League
Eastern

Western

Mets
Pirates
Expos
Cubs
Cardinals
Phillies

Giants
Padres
Dodgers
Reds
Astros
Braves

At the Meadowlands
Precious Paul
&Deadly Dorone

Psycho Rich
&Dave the Barber

Mike the Spike
&Kenny Do It?

Next night out
Steady Tiger
Flying Niatnoss

Kee Waydin Skip
Joe !s Scooter
Twister Rainbow

Wrangler
Scene Topper
Yankee Tea

Based on a $2.00 across the board bet:
+$8.60
-$3.20

MICHAEL
KEATON

CHRISTOPHER
LLOYD

+ 11.20

PETER
BOYLE

STEPHEN
FÜRST

This morning they were playing ping-pong in the hospital rec room.
Now they’re lost in New York and framed for murder.
This was never covered in group therapy.

Tony the Tiger
&Frank the Fade
Lockie Vance N
Wrangler
TK's Skipper
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Answer to last week’s stumper:

What was the greatest number of home runs hit in one
ball park by a player in one season? 39 (Hank Greenburg).
Submitting the correct answer:
Rumeal Robinson.
This week’s stumper:
In what city is the jockeys’ Hall of Fame located?

-9.40

National Collegiate Powerlifting Championship

Hernandez wins first place
and all-American status
By John Navarro
Managing Editor

MSC Senior Miguel Hernan-,
dez won first place and allAmerican status in the National
Collegiate Powerlifting Cham
pionship on April 2, 1989. The
two-day event was held in
Dallas, Texas and had partic
ipants coming in from across the
country.

D ream Team

Hernandez won the compe
tition by squatting more than
600 pounds, benching 407
pounds, and dead lifting 622
pounds. Coming in second and
third place were participants
from D urham University,
North Carolina and Temple
University, Pennsylvania, re
spectfully.

Four guys on a field trip to reality

IMAGINE ENTERTAINMENT. . . CHRISTOPHER W KNIGHT.
HOMARD /IEEE . TH E DREAM TEAM
LORRAINE BRACCO “ 7 ION CONSOLO DANTO I O T A DAVID Mi H IGH
- ..JO N CONNOLLY,- DAVID L O ICKA ' ; CHRISTOPHER 1 . KNIGHT ’ HOMARD ZIEFF
l&dgIBII gjH|«»"»» 'i g g>g..

;y

UWMRtlitSt

OPENS APRIL 7thATATHEATRE NEARYOl

C oincidentally, the third
place contestant, Efrain Crabera, is a member of Hernandez’s
hometown of Keyport, New
Jersey.

Miguel Hernandez, winner of the first place medal and allAmerican status in the National Collegiate Power Lifting
Championship held in Dallas, Texas.
After receiving a medal and
all-American status for finishing
in first place, Hernandez said,
“1 hope more MSC students will
compete in next year’s contest.”

Hernandez also added that he
would like to see more partic
ipating students being spon
sored by organizations.

Tolomeo lost to season-ending injury
Johnna Tolomeo, the M SC softball team's number one pitcher, suffered a
season-ending injury Saturday night in a freak accident involving a motorcycle.
According to John Davis, head trainer at MSC, Tolomeo will probably need
surgery fo r major ligament damage in her left knee.
The sophomore righthander went down with a 7-1 record and an ERA o f
1.52. Freshman Lois Fyfe now becomes the Indians' top starter.

MSC sweeps defending D iv. Ill champ Ithaca
Indians take doubleheader behind arms of M asters and Devins, bats of Horn and Deutsch
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________
Power and finesse.
That’s what the Indians (9-3)
used to sweep a doubleheader
from defending Division III
champion Ithaca College Sun
day at Pittser Field.
The sweep marked the first
time the Bombers have been
swept by a Division III team
since the 1986 World Series
against Marietta.
Leroy Horn provided the
MSC firepower in the opener
when he ripped a tw o-run
homer in the eighth inning to
give MSC a 4-3 win.
The finesse was courtesy of
senior righthander Wayne Mas
ters, who went the distance and
picked up his second win in as
many decisions.
In the nightcap, senior John
Deutsch had two towering
homers and knocked in two
runs while John McClain added
a roundtripper as MSC took an
8-1 victory.
Senior Brian Devins went all
the way, allowing only four hits
and raising his record to 4-0.

t

MSC 15-New Haven 1
New Haven, ranked 15th in
Division II going into the game,
had trouble figuring out Devins
as the lefthander tossed a twohitter and registered a complete
game win last Wednesday in
Connecticut.
Elliott Morgan led the way
for the Indians offensively with
three runs batted in, while
Deutsch knocked in two.
McClain had three hits for the
Indians.
Indian Info: MSC plays host to
William Paterson today at
Pittser Field, weather permitting. Game time is 3:30
p.m ...Friday’s game against
Adelphi, M onday’s game
against East Stroudsburg and
Tuesday’s doubleheader at St.
Joseph’s were all rained out.
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MSC’s John Deutsch connects for the first of his two home runs in the second game of Sunday’s doubleheader against Ithaca.

MSC Softball Tournament cancelled
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S oftball team sp lits w ith
By Kenny Peck
Sports E d ito r______________
The MSC softball team split
a doubleheader with Ithaca
Sunday, as they dropped a 52 decision in the opener but
came away with a 13-6 victory

in the nightcap.
Sophomore Kim Wilson had
two doubles and a homer in the
second game for the Indians,
while first baseman Tracey
Burke was 3-3 with three RBI’s
and two stolen bases.
The twinbill was played in

place of the cancelled MSC
Softball T ournam ent. Also
cancelled was Tuesday’s game
against Muhlenburg.
Weather permitting, the In
dians will begin their New
Jersey A thletic C onference
(NJAC) schedule today at home

against Stockton State. Last
season, MSC defeated Stockton
State twice, 4-1 and 13-0.
The Indians will also travel
to NJAC opponent Glassboro
State Saturday for a doubleheader. MSC shut out the Profs
last season in both games, 3-0

and 2-0.
Indian Info: The Indians are 24
of 25 on stolen base attempts,
with Linda Giarusso (5 for 5 )
leading the way...Andrea Peters
has a nine game hitting streak,
while Giarusso has an eight
game streak...

